HARMONIZE HITS THE
HIGH NOTES WITH:
Increased student participation
With an online experience that is both
fun and functional, learners stay engaged
and are inspired to think and interact in
imaginative ways.
Personalized learning
Students can share information,
collaborate and communicate in their own
unique way — expanding the learning
potential of each and every student.
Drag-and-drop simplicity
Structured posting allows teachers and
students to focus on their content without
stressing over layout.
Time-saving tools to enhance
teaching success
Educators can spend less time on
administrative tasks and grading and
more time inspiring discussions and
helping students succeed.
Image and video annotation
Teachers can critique and markup student
images and videos to provide insightful,
timely feedback. Additionally, Harmonize
enables students to annotate their own
images and videos.
Mobile-friendly design
Students and instructors can be “in class”
anytime, anywhere and follow new activity
or join a discussion while on the go.
Multiple file upload
Users can have a richer discussion by
adding text, media, embedded web links,
code snippets or recorded audio or video.
Plus, there are no storage limitations!
Student progress tracker
Activity reports show a comprehensive
view of student participation and can let
teachers know when someone may need
a little extra encouragement.
Auto save
All work is saved in the background so
users can close a browser or change
devices without losing any of their time
or progress. This function allows students
to seamlessly transition between devices,
start a post on their laptop and finish
their post on their phone, tablet or
desktop — and vice versa.

Reasons to Harmonize
When teachers and students unite in a learning
experience, the opportunities are endless.
Harmonize provides a collaborative space for
dynamic discussion, creative thinking and next-level
education. Keeping students engaged in an online
course can be challenging, so Harmonize makes it
simple to connect with instructors and peers in new
and exciting ways.

Request a Demo
Contact us at demo@42lines.net to schedule a
personalized demo and see how Harmonize can
bring your online classroom to life.

www.42lines.net/harmonize

